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Abstract—During recent decades, the automatic train op-
eration (ATO) system has been gradually adopted in many
subway systems. On the one hand, it is more intelligent than
traditional manual driving; on the other hand, it increases the
energy consumption and decreases the riding comfort of the
subway system. This paper proposes two smart train operation
algorithms based on the combination of expert knowledge and
reinforcement learning algorithms. Compared with previous
works, smart train operation algorithms can realize the control
of continuous action for the subway system and satisfy multiple
objectives (the safety, the punctuality, the energy efficiency, and
the riding comfort) without using an offline optimized speed
profile. Firstly, through analyzing historical data of experienced
subway drivers, we summarize the expert knowledge rules and
build inference methods to guarantee the riding comfort, the
punctuality and the safety of the subway system. Then we develop
two algorithms to realize the control of continuous action and
to ensure the energy efficiency of train operation. Among them,
one is the smart train operation (STO) algorithm based on deep
deterministic policy gradient named (STOD) and another is the
smart train operation algorithm based on normalized advantage
function (STON). Finally, we verify the performance of proposed
algorithms via some numerical simulations with the real field data
collected from the Yizhuang Line of the Beijing Subway and their
performance will be compared with existing ATO algorithms.
The results of numerical simulations show that the developed
smart train operation systems are better than manual driving
and existing ATO algorithms in respect of energy efficiency. In
addition, STOD and STON have the ability to adapt to different
trip times and different resistance conditions.
Index Terms—Smart train operation, subway, expert knowl-
edge, reinforcement learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the deterioration of modern urban traffic problems
and energy problems, the urban subway is getting more and
more attention due to its advantages on safety, punctuality, and
energy efficiency [1]. Since January 9th, 1863, the first subway
has started operation from Paddington to Farringdon, and until
2015, there were more than 150 cities hosting approximately
160 subway systems around the world.
At the same time, with the acceleration of the modernization
process of the subway, the automatic train operation system
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has been used in many places to replace manual driving for its
low-cost and intelligence. The ATO system firstly is used to
generate the target speed curve based on various requirements
under both the train condition and the railway condition, and
then send a speed control command to control the train to track
the generated target speed curve [2]. In other words, the ATO
system has a direct influence on the train’s trajectory. And
improving the performance of the ATO system has become
a focus in the field of the transportation system. In most
cases, researches on the urban subway system can be divided
into two parts: the energy-efficient train operation committed
to designing an off-line optimized train trajectory, and the
automatic train tracking method to track the real-time train
speed-distance profile.
During recent years, a lot of researches are devoted to
designing an off-line optimized train trajectory that can im-
prove energy efficiency. For example, Albrecht et al. used
a comprehensive perturbation analysis to show that a key
local energy function is convex with a unique minimum, and
thus proved that the optimal switching points are uniquely
defined for each steep section [3]. Besides, the train op-
eration problem also involves many other aspects, such as
riding comfort and punctuality. In order to minimize the total
travel time of passengers and the energy consumption of the
train operation, Wang et al. proposed a new iterative convex
programming (ICP) approach to obtain the optimal departure
times, running times and dwell times, so as to solve the
train scheduling problem [4]. Paying more attention to the
energy-saving and the service quality, Yang et al. formulated
a two-objective integer programming model with headway
time and dwell time control to find the optimal solution
by designing a genetic algorithm with binary encoding [5].
Considering the energy consumption and trip time as the
main objectives of optimization, ShangGuan et al. developed
a multi-objective optimization model for the speed trajectory
by using optimal speed trajectory searching strategies under
different track characteristics [6]. Plus, the parameters of
railways aren’t always constant. With the consideration of
variable gradients and arbitrary speed limits, Khmelnitsky et
al. constructed a numerical algorithm to obtain the optimal
velocity profile [7]. And recently, with the development of
artificial intelligence, many intelligent algorithms have been
used in the train operation. Akba et al. implemented artificial
neural networks with a genetic algorithm to optimize coasting
points of speed-distance trajectory in order to obtain minimum
energy consumption for a given travel time [8]. And Yang
et al. integrated simulation-based methodologies and genetic
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2algorithm to reduce the calculation difficulties and seek the
approximate optimal coasting control strategies on the railway
network [9]. Moreover, Yin et al. used the reinforcement
learning-Q learning method, to construct an intelligent train
operation system that can meet multiple objectives [10].
Moreover, tracking the real-time train speed profile is also
a critical research topic. For example, Liu et al. proposed a
high-speed railway control system based on the fuzzy control
method and designed a control system in the Matlab software
according to the expert experience and knowledge [11]. Wu
et al. used variable structure technique and a time-delayed
compensator, to design a state observer-based adaptive fuzzy
controller to approximate the unknown system parameters,
and thus trajectory tracking problem of a series of two-
wheeled self-balancing vehicles can be addressed [12]. Gu
et al. proposed a new energy-efficient train operation model
based on real-time traffic information from the geometric and
topographic points of view through a nonlinear programming
method [13]. More recently, Li et al. designed a robust
sampled-data cruise control scheduling with the form of linear
matrix inequality(LMI) and proposed numerical examples that
verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms to track
the SD trajectory precisely [14].
Despite great achievements realized by previous studies,
there are still some essential problems remaining unsolved,
which blocks the development of the ATO system. Firstly, for
multiple objectives of train operation, most researchers men-
tioned above had just taken one or two objectives into account,
and there is no comprehensive analysis about designing opti-
mal train operation to meet multiple objectives. Secondly, the
modern subway is capable of outputting continuous traction
and braking force [15], however, there are rare researches
devoted to design the control model for continuous action
while considering complicated train operation conditions, such
as variables speed limits. Thirdly, in the ATO system, the
optimized speed profile was designed before the operation of
the train, and the train is controlled to track the designed
optimized speed profile during the trip time which largely
decreases the flexibility and the robustness of ATO system.
Plus, it is hard to implement complicated mathematic optimal
methods to treat the nonlinear train operation problem, thus it
is necessary to design a model which can realize train control
without considering offline optimized speed profile. Finally,
the real subway operation is faced with many unexpected
situations, such as, the changed trip time of one subway
which influences the timetable of the whole line, and the
railway aging which changes the railway resistance condition.
Being faced with these problems, modern subway always
transfers from the ATO system to manual driving which largely
decreases the intelligence and efficiency of train operation.
From the analysis above, this papers’ contribution can be listed
as follow:
• Multiple objectives of train operation are summarized
and relative evaluation indices are formulated. The ex-
pert knowledge rules are summarized and the inference
methods are built through analyzing references. And they
are systematically combined with reinforcement learning
algorithms to help the algorithm have better performance.
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Fig. 1: The force diagram of the train.
• We establish STOD and STON based on reinforce-
ment learning methods deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) and normalized advantage function (NAF). On
the one hand, reinforcement learning can realize model-
free control. On the other hand, both DDPG and NAF
are able to deal with control tasks of continuous action.
• The effectiveness of STOD and STON are verified by
using the field data of the Yizhuang Line of the Beijing
Subway (YLBS). The performance of proposed STOD
and STON is compared with existing intelligent train
operation based on reinforcement learning (ITOR) pro-
posed in [10] and the manual driving. And we find that
both STOD and STON have better performance than that
of ITOR and manual driving. And through conducting
different numerical simulations, the flexibility and the
robustness of STOD and STON are proved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we define necessary mathematic indices of train movement
problems and formulate multiple objectives of train operation
into numerical evaluation indices to systematically evaluate the
train operation problem. Plus, we state the objectives of this
paper. In section III, the structure of STO is presented. Then
we put forward expert knowledge rules and summarize infer-
ence methods. Besides, the principles and the algorithms of
STOD and STON are explained. In section IV, the simulation
platform is built. Three numerical simulations are made based
on the real field data of YLBS. Conclusions are summarized
in section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In general, the problem of train control can be formulated
as an optimal control problem, and it focuses on finding the
optimal control strategy for traction and braking force during
the trip time. Firstly, we define ∆t as the minimum time
interval, thus the trip time of train can be described as follow:
ti+1 = ti + ∆t, (1)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. And the total trip time T is defined as
T = tn − t0, (2)
where the initial running time t0 = 0(s).
3A. Control model of train
The motion of the train is determined by the actual outputted
force, the resistance caused by the gradient of railway, the
resistance to motion, the curve resistance and the resistance
caused by interactive impacts among the vehicles. According
to Newton’s second law, its movement equation is defined as
M(1 + η)u = F − Fg − Fr − Fc − Fd, (3)
where M represents the static mass of the train; η is the
rotating factor of the train which is defined as η = Mη/M , and
Mη is the reduced mass of trains rotator; u is the acceleration
or the deceleration; F is the outputted traction force or braking
force of subway; Fg is the resistance caused by the gradient;
Fr is the resistance to motion given by David Equation; Fc is
the curve resistance and Fd is the interactive impacts among
the vehicles. The force diagram of the train is shown in Fig.
1. Their definition can be described as follow:
Fg = Mgsin(α(s)), (4)
where α(s) represents the slope angle of the railway at position
s.
Fr = d1 + d2v + d3v
2, (5)
where v is the velocity; d1, d2 and d3 are vehicle specific
coefficients which are measured by the run-down experiments
[16].
Fc = 6.3M/[r(s)− 55], (6)
where r(s) is the radius of the curve at the position s [17].
Fd =
k−1∑
i=1
(∆l¨i
k∑
j=i+1
mj), (7)
where k is the number of vehicles; ∆l¨i denotes the second
derivative for the distance between the center of the ith vehicle
and the reference point [18]; mj is the static mass of the
jth vehicle and the static mass M of the whole train can be
described as M =
∑k
j=1mj .
Because there exist nonlinearity and time delay in a train
control model, Eq.(8) gives the transfer function of the accel-
erating and decelerating process [19].
u =
u0
1 + Tds
e−Tcs, (8)
where u represents the train actual acceleration or deceleration;
u0 is the accelerating or decelerating performance gain; Td
and Tc represent the time delay and the time constant of the
accelerating or decelerating process.
B. The indices of model evaluation
In general, the subway control model is generally evaluated
from four aspects, including the safety [20], the punctuality
[21], the energy consumption [22] and the passenger comfort
[23]. We give the detailed definition of four corresponding
quantitative indices as follow:
• Safety evaluation index. There may exist several speed
limits between two successive subway stations and a
general case is presented as in Fig. 2 where vlimit1 ,
Distance(m)
Speed(m/s) Accelerating phrase
Coasting phrase
Braking phrase
Fig. 2: Speed limits.
vlimit2 , v
limit
3 and v
limit
4 are four-speed limits of different
sections between two stations. And during the trip time,
the velocity of the train must be inferior to the speed
limit of the current section to guarantee safety. The safety
evaluation index Is is described as
Is =
{
1 vi ≤ vlimiti (∀i)
0 vi > v
limit
i (∃i) . (9)
• Punctuality evaluation index. Punctuality is a very impor-
tant factor in train operation. As the time interval between
two adjacent subways is very short, the accidental delay
problem may influence the timetable of the whole line.
In order to define the punctuality evaluation index It, we
firstly define the running time error et as
et = |Tactual − Tplanning|, (10)
where Tactual is the actual running time of the train,
and Tplanning is the planning trip time of the train. In
this paper, if the running time error et is superior to
3s, the subway isn’t punctual, thus the definition of the
punctuality evaluation index It is given in
It =
{
1 et ≤ 3
0 et > 3
. (11)
• Energy efficiency evaluation index. The energy efficiency
is one of the hottest focuses of modern society and the
energy consumption makes up a large part of the cost of
train operation. These concerns make energy efficiency
play a core actor in our control model designing. Ac-
cording to [24], the equation to calculate the consumed
energy E is described as
E =
n∑
i=1
(M |ui|v(ti)∆t). (12)
Based on the equation of consumed energy, we define
the energy efficiency evaluation index Ie as the energy
consumption per weight of the train in
Ie =
E
M
. (13)
• Riding comfort evaluation index. The riding comfort is a
direct evaluation criterion for train service quality [25].
4And it usually guarantees that the instantaneous change
of acceleration or deceleration should below a certain
threshold. We define the jerk or the rate of change of
acceleration ∆u as:
∆ui = |ui − ui−1
∆t
|. (14)
Thus the riding comfort evaluation index Ic can be
defined as:
Ic =
n∑
i=1
{
0 ∆ui ≤ ∆U ′
∆ui ∆ui > ∆U
′ , (15)
where ∆U ′ is the threshold for change of acceleration,
in this case, ∆U ′ = 0.30m/s3 as proposed in [26].
C. Problem statement
Two deigned STO algorithms, including STOD and STON,
are supposed to achieve four purposes. Firstly, STO algorithms
can provide the control strategy for the traction force and
the braking force which can meet the basic requirements,
including safety and punctuality for train operation. Secondly,
STO algorithms can perform properly without considering
offline designed speed profile and realize the control for the
continuous force. Thirdly, the control strategy outputted by
STO algorithms can perform better than experienced subway
drivers in the aspect of energy efficiency while ensuring good
riding comfort. Last, STO algorithms can adapt to different
situations including different trip times and different resistance
conditions.
The fact that the existed ATO system has to track the
designed offline speed profile and modern subway can output
continuous traction and braking force, have motivated our
study. Moreover, reinforcement learning has been applied to
many fields to deal with the model-free problem [27] and
expert knowledge has also been largely used to improve
control strategy [24]. Hence, we have put forward two STO
algorithms based on the fusion of expert knowledge and
reinforcement learning to meet these objectives.
III. DESIGN OF INTELLIGENT TRAIN CONTROL MODEL
In this section, we will give a detailed explanation for
STO algorithms, including the structure of STO, the expert
knowledge rules and the inference methods, and the principles
for STOD and STON.
A. The structure of intelligent control model
The structure of STO is shown in Fig. 3. We can learn that
the STO model contains three phases. The first phase is to
obtain expert knowledge and to develop inference methods
which are very essential for building a stable model. The
second phase is to integrate expert knowledge and heuristic
inference methods into the reinforcement algorithms. The third
phase is to train designed algorithms and get a stable model.
And for the real-world application of STO, it usually
includes two steps. Above all, we will follow three phrases
of STO to establish a stable model before putting it into
practice. Then, during the trip time of the train equipped
with STO, the system will accept the real-time information
about its position, its velocity and its running time obtained
from onboard sensors, and the command about the control of
traction or braking force will be sent from STO system.
B. Expert knowledge and heuristic inference rules
As the train control problem has features of non-linearity
and complexity, it is hard to design an ideal model without
taking expert knowledge into account. And knowledge-based
technology has been successfully applied to solve complicated
optimal control problem [28]. According to the previous works
[1] [24] [29], we found that those optimal train operation
methods always follow certain expert rules which can be listed
as fellow:
• The train operation has three states, including the accel-
erating, the coasting, and the braking as shown in Fig. 2.
Unless encountering special accidents, the train wouldn’t
transfer directly from accelerating state to braking state
and vice verse. The transfer between any other two states
is allowable.
• For the sake of protecting the engine and ensuring the
riding comfort, the acceleration of the train shouldn’t
exceed 0.6m/s2 when the subway starts its operation.
Besides, experienced drivers know well about when the train
should decelerate to guarantee the safety of train operation,
and there is no designed speed profile for STO. Thus, we
develop the heuristic inference method to ensure that the
designed model will work properly. The heuristic inference
method is listed as follow:
• When the velocity limit vlimitj+1 of the next section j+1 is
inferior to the velocity limit vlimitj of the current section
j shown in Fig. 3, the train may have to rationally brake
to guarantee the safety of the train. In other words, the
speed of the train should always be inferior to the speed
limit. In this case, we define the safe velocity vsafei to
supervise the speed of the train, which is described in
vsafei =
√
β(vlimitj+1 )
2 − 2umin(slimitj+1 − si), (16)
where si is the current position ot the train; slimit(j+1)
is the starting position of the next section; β is a speed
proportional coefficient caused by the time delay and
the friction of the railway [1]; umin is the minimum
deceleration and, in this case, umin = −1m/s2. If current
velocity vi is superior or equal to vs(i), the train should
adapt minimum deceleration immediately.
C. Continuous action control methods based on reinforcement
learning
As the expert knowledge cannot allow the agent to perform
better than experienced drivers and it doesn’t have the learning
process, we combine the expert knowledge with the reinforce-
ment learning methods. In this way, it can ensure that outputted
control strategy meets basic requirements and it can also have
the possibility to find an optimal solution. Moreover, as two
popular reinforcement learning algorithms for the control of
continuous action, DDPG and NAF have their advantages in
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Fig. 4: Safety velocity.
different fields. To compare their performance, in this case,
we have designed STOD and STON.
Reinforcement learning can allow agents to automatically
take proper action by maximizing their reward [30]. As a
powerful decision-making tool [31], reinforcement learning
has been used to deal with optimal control problems in many
different fields, such as aerobatic helicopter flight control
[32], playing robot soccer game [33], power systems stability
control [34] and so on. There are two reasons which drive
us to adapt reinforcement learning in the train control task.
Firstly, some reinforcement learning algorithms can realize
the control for continuous action [35] which can improve the
current control strategy for discrete action in the ATO system.
Secondly, reinforcement learning pays attention to long-term
rewards, while the train’s current action also influences its
follow-up steps.
1) Markov decision process: Before applying the reinforce-
ment learning algorithm, we should formulate our problem
into the Markov decision process (MDP) which provides a
mathematical framework for modeling decision making. And
critical elements of reinforcement learning include its state,
action, policy, and reward, which are defined as follow:
• State x. In this case, the speed and the velocity, two
important train movement factors, make up the state.
Thus, it can be described as
xi = [si, vi], (17)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ n. And the initial state x0 is defined as
x0 = [0, 0]. (18)
• Action a. During the trip time, the acceleration ui is
defined as the action. And the range of acceleration is
defined as: ui ∈ [−1, 1] for the subway operation in
YLBS. Thus the Action a is defined as
ai = [ui]. (19)
• Policy pi. The policy pi denotes the probability of taking
an action when dealing with a discrete action task. In
this paper, as STO is designed to deal with continuous
action control task, the policy pi is the statistics of the
probability distribution. It can be expressed as
pi(a|x, θ) = N(µ(x, θ), sigma(x, θ)), (20)
where θ is the policy weight vector.
• Reward function r(xi, ai). This function defines the re-
ward obtained by the train when it takes an action at a
certain state and the definition of reward function can
largely influence convergence speed and extent of the
learning process. In this case, our reward function is
defined by the energy consumption per weight ∆Ie during
the time interval ∆t when train takes the action ai at
the state xi, and the time error e′ti. The time error e
′
ti
is used to ensure that the agent should arrive at the
destination within planning trip time rather than spending
too much on running with low speed to minimize the
energy consumption. The reward function is defined in
r(xi, ai) = −λ1∆Ie − λ2e′ti − λ3∆Ic − λ4D − λ5Acc,
(21)
where λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 and λ5 are the coefficients defined
to meet different requirements of system; the time error
e′ti at moment ti is defined as
e′ti =
{
1 ti > Tplanning
0 ti ≤ Tplanning ; (22)
6D is used to check whether the train has arrived the des-
tination and stopped at the correct position. Its expression
can be written as
D =
{
1 si > SDestination
0 si ≤ SDestination ; (23)
Acc is used to guarantee that the running time in the
expected range and it can be defined as
Acc = D ∗ |ti − Tplanning|. (24)
Noticing D equals to 1 only when the train arrived, thus
this equation can use to calculate the difference between
the whole running time and the planning trip time.
2) STOD: STOD algorithm is based on the reinforcement
learning algorithm DDPG which is an actor-critic, model-
free algorithm that can deal with continuous action control
problems, based on policy-gradient algorithm [31]. The re-
inforcement learning setup consists of an agent interacting
with an environment E and we denote the discounted state
visitation distribution for a policy pi as ρpi . In the DDPG, the
critic-network is used to estimate the action-value function,
while the actor-network is used to improve the policy function
with the help of critic-network. Plus, we use θQ to represent
the weight of action-value function Q(x, a|θQ) and use θµ to
represent the weight of policy function a = µ(x|θµ). The loss
function L for critic-network is described in Eq.(22), and θQ
is updated through minimizing the loss function.
L(θ) = Exi∼ρβ ,ai∼β,ri∼E [(Q(xi, ai|θQ)− yi)2], (25)
where β represents a stochastic behavior policy, and target
value yi is described as
yi = r(xi, ai) + γQ(xi+1, µ(xi+1)|θQ), (26)
where γ describes the discount rate.
The return from a state xi is defined as the sum of the future
discounted reward in
Ri =
n∑
j=i
γj−ir(xj , aj). (27)
And the goal of actor-network is to maximize the return
from the start distribution J = Eri,xi∼E,ai∼pi[R1]. In the
traditional Q-learning, the network Q(x, a|θQ) is used to
calculate target value yi and is also updated based on the
target value. This method will increase the instability of the
Q network, as during the training the process, the Q network
is constantly updated. If we use a constantly changing value
as our target value to update the network, the feedback loops
between the target and estimated Q-values will destabilize the
Q network [36] [37]. To solve this problem, the target network
is implemented. In DDPG, there is a target actor-network
µ′(x|θµ′) and a target critic network Q′(x, a|θQ′). Their
weight θµ
′
and θQ
′
are updated by the following equations:
θµ
′ ← τθµ + (1− τ)θµ′ (28)
and
θQ
′ ← τθQ + (1− τ)θQ′ , (29)
where τ  1. It indicates that the weights of two target
networks are updated more slowly than the weights of the
actor-network and the critic network, which can improve the
stability of the learning process. The STOD algorithm can be
seen in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 STOD algorithm
// Initilize parameters of STOD
Randomly initialize normalized actor network µ(x|θµ) and
initialize target actor network θµ
′ ← θµ
Randomly initialize normalized critic network Q(x, a|θQ) and
initialize target critic network θQ
′ ← θQ
Initialize reply buffer R← ∅
// Excute the networks
for episode=1,M do do
Initialize a random process N for action exploration
Initialize observation state x0 ← [0, 0]
for i=1, N do do
Obtain action ai = µ(xi|θµ) +Ni
Verify the obtained action ai with expert knowledge
and inference method. If action ai doesn’t meet those
requirements, adjusting the obtained action ai
Execute action ai and observe reward ri and state
xi+1according to the subway motion equation
Store transition (xi, ai, ri, xi+1) in buffer R
// Update the weights
Randomly sample a minibatch of N transitions
(xj , aj , rj , xj+1) from buffer R
Calculate: yj = rj + γQ′(xj+1, µ′(xj+1|θµ′)|θQ′)
Update critic network by minimizing the loss function:
L = 1N
∑
j(Q(xj , aj |θQ)− yj)2
Update actor network through policy gradient:
∇θµJ ≈ 1N
∑
j ∇aQ(x, a|θQ)|x=xj ,a=µ(xj)∇θµµ(x|θµ)|sj
Update the target networks:
θQ
′ ← τθQ + (1− τ)θQ′
θµ
′ ← τθµ + (1− τ)θµ′
end for
end for
3) STON: STON algorithm is based on the reinforcement
learning algorithm NAF which is a reinforcement learning
method designed for continuous control tasks and works as
an alternative to commonly used policy gradient and actor-
critic methods, such as DDPG. Plus, it allows users to use
the Q-learning method to deal with the control tasks for
continuous action, thus STON algorithm is simpler than the
STOD algorithm. Q-learning is not suitable for dealing with
continuous action tasks, as it should maximize a complex,
nonlinear function at each update. And the idea behind NAF
is to represent the Q-function Q(xi, ai) in the way that its
maximum, argmaxaQ(xi, ai) can be determined during the
Q-learning update [38]. In NAF, the neural network output
separately the value function V (x) and the advantage term
A(x, a), which are defined as follow:
Q(x, a|θQ) = A(x, a|θA) + V (x|θv) (30)
7and
A(x, a|θA) = −1
2
(a−µ(x|θµ))TP (x|θp)(a−µ(x|θµ)). (31)
P (x|θP ) is a state-dependent, positive-definite square ma-
trix. With the Cholesky decomposition method, it can be
described as
P (x|θP ) = L(x|θP )L(x|θP )T , (32)
where L(x|θP ) is a lower-triangular matrix outputted by the
neural network. And the network is updated by minimizing
its loss function L = 1N
∑
i(yi−Q(xi, ai|θQ))2. In this algo-
rithm, the target network will also be introduced to improve
the stability of the learning process. And the STON algorithm
is described in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 STON algorithm
// Initilize parameters of STON
Randomly initialize normalized Q network Q(x, a|θQ) and
initialize target Q′ network θQ
′ ← θQ
Initialize reply buffer R← ∅
// Excute the networks
for episode=1,M do do
Initialize a random process N for action exploration
Initialize observation state x0 ← [0, 0]
for i=1, N do do
Obtain action ai = µ(xi|θµ) +N〉
Verify the obtained action ai with expert knowledge
and inference method. If action ai doesn’t meet those
requirements, adjusting the obtained action ai
Execute action ai and observe reward ri and state
xi+1according to the subway motion equation
Store transition (xi, ai, ri, xi+1) in buffer R
// Update the weights
for iteration = 1, I do do
Randomly sample a minibatch of m transition
(xj , aj , rj , xj+1) from buffer R
Calculate: yj = rj + γV ′(xj+1|θQ′)
Update critic network by minimizing the loss func-
tion:
L = 1N
∑
j(yj −Q(xj , aj |θQ))2
Update the target networks:
θQ
′ ← τθQ + (1− τ)θQ′
end for
end for
end for
4) ITOR: ITOR algorithm is a new ATO algorithm pro-
posed in [10], which employs the deep Q-learning algorithm
to construct the framework. Due to the limitation of deep Q-
learning, ITOR can only realize the discrete action control of
the train, whose performance will be compared with STOD
and STON in the latter experiment.
IV. SIMULATIONS
To verify the effectiveness, the flexibility and the robustness
of STOD and STON, we have designed three numerical
simulation experiments based on real field data collected from
Songjia Zhuang
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Fig. 5: YBLS.
YLBS. The YLBS started operation on 30th December 2010
in Beijing. The total length of YLBS is up to 23.3km and it
starts from Songjiazhuang station and ends at Ciqu station as
in Fig. 5. The type of train used in YLBS is DKZ32 EMU
which has six vehicles and its parameters are given in Table
I.
During the training process of ITOR, STOD, and STON,
we employ the Adam optimizer and we set the learning rate
as 1× 10−4 for all the networks training, except the training
for the critic network of the STOD whose learning rate is
5×10−5. The τ used to update the target network is 1×10−3.
The discount factor for the value function is 0.99 and the
size of the mini-batch for the memory reply is 256. As to
the weight coefficients of the reward function, λ1 = 0.13,
λ2 = 30, λ3 = 10, λ4 = 400 and λ5 = 70.
For the ITOR, it has five hidden layers. The first hidden
layer has 400 units; the second layer has 300 units; the third
layer has 200 units; the fourth layer has 100 units and the
last layer has 32 units. Each one of the first four hidden
layers is followed by a Relu activation function and the last
hidden layer doesn’t have any activation layer. For parameters
of STOD, both its actor-network and critic network have five
hidden layers. The first layer has 400 units; the second layer
has 300 units; the third layer has 200 units; the fourth layer
has 100 units and the last layer has 32 units. Each one of
the first four hidden layers is followed by a Relu activation
function; the last hidden layer of actor-network is followed
by a Tanh activation function; the last hidden layer of critic
network doesn’t have any activation layer. The target actor-
network shares the same structure with the actor-network, and
the target critic network shares the same structure with the
critic network. For the STON, it has five hidden layers. The
first hidden layer has 400 units; the second layer has 300 units;
the third layer has 200 units; the fourth layer has 100 units and
the last layer has 32 units. Each one of the first four hidden
layers is followed by a Tanh activation function. The target
network shares the same structure.
In this section, we will present the simulation result of three
cases. In case 1, a comparison between manual driving data of
the experienced driver, ITOR, STOD, and STON, is derived. In
case 2, we test the flexibility of ITOR, STOD, and STON by
changing the planning trip time of the same railway section. In
case 3, we alter the gradient condition of the railway section
8to verify the robustness of ITOR, STOD, and STON.
TABLE I: Parameters of DKZ32
Parameters Value
M (kg) 1.99× 105
mi, i = 1, 6 (kg) 3.3× 104
mi, i = 3 (kg) 2.8× 104
mi, i = 2, 4, 5 (kg) 3.5× 104
∆li, i = 1, 3, 6(mm) 0.1sin(t)
∆li, i = 2, 4, 5(mm) 0.15cos(t)
Time constant (Braking) T ′c 0.4
Time delay (Braking) T ′d 0.8
Time constant (Accelerating) Tc 0.4
Time delay (Accelerating) Td 1
d1, d2, d3 1.244, 1.45× 10−2, 1.36× 10−4
A. Case 1
In the first case, we use the field data collected railway sec-
tion between Rongjing East Street station and WanyuanStreet
station in YLBS. The whole length of this section is 1280m
and the planning trip time is 101s. The speed limit information
of this section is shown in Fig. 6 and the gradient condition
of this section are described in Fig. 7. In order to find the
best manual driving data, we have analyzed 100 groups of up
trains and down trains of this section from May 1, 2015, to
May 27, 2015.
Fig. 8 shows the training process for ITOR, STOD, and
STON. Due to our definition of our reward, the reward
always begins with a negative number. From Fig. 8, all three
algorithms reach a relatively stable phase after 1050 episodes.
However, one thing worth to be noticed is that compared
with ITOR, STOD and STON always perform better with
a higher reward. Even after 1750 episodes, ITOR algorithm
still fluctuates a lot. Thus STOD and STON are more stable
than ITOR. Fig. 9 shows the running time of the three
algorithms. Within our expectation, we find that ITOR has less
running time due to its simple structure and its discrete action
space. STOD and STON have longer running time, because of
their more complicated network structure and their continuous
action space.
Fig. 10 presents speed distance profiles for 101s trip time
of the four models. We can learn that the speed profile
of the manual driving can be obviously divided into a full
accelerating phase, a coasting phase, and a full braking phase.
As to the maximum speed, manually driving speed profile has
the maximum speed 18.86m/s. The speed-distance profile of
ITOR has the highest maximum speed compared with other
three profiles. Its profile can be divided into four phases
including a full accelerating phrase, an accelerating phase, a
coasting phrase, and a full braking phrase. Its maximum speed
is 18.98m/s. The speed-distance profiles of STOD and STON
are similar. Both of them have a lower maximum speed than
that of manual driving and ITOR, which indicates that they
may have lower energy consumption. The maximum speed of
STOD is 18.08m/s, while the maximum speed of STON is
17.93m/s.
Table. II gives the comparison in the aspect of four eval-
uation indices and the running time. We can learn that the
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Fig. 6: Speed limits between Rongjing East Street station
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Fig. 7: Gradient condition between Rongjing East Street
station and Wanyuan Street station.
punctuality evaluation indices of four frameworks satisfy the
requirement of YLBS. As to the safety evaluation indices, all
four models meet the requirement. Among the four models,
the energy consumption of ITOR is the biggest one. Compared
with the manual driving, ITOR costs 1.7% of energy more
than the manual driving; STOD costs 9.4% of energy less than
manual driving and STON costs 11.7% of energy consumption
less than manual driving. In the aspect of the riding comfort
for four models, the manual driving has the highest Ic which
indicates the worst passenger comfort, while ITOR, STOD,
and STON have similar value for riding comfort evaluation
index which is much smaller than that of the manually driving.
Among them, STON has the best Ie and Ic with the trip time
101s.
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Fig. 8: Learning curve of the ITOR, STOD and STON.
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Fig. 9: Runing time for the learning process of the ITOR,
STOD and STON.
TABLE II: Comparison of performance with different trip
time and gradient condition
Evaluation Indices t It Is Ie Ic
Manual Driving (101s) 102s 1 1 586.82 9.05
ITOR Driving (101s) 102s 1 1 597.21 4.60
STOD (101s) 102s 1 1 531.77 4.58
STON (101s) 102s 1 1 518.03 4.56
Manual Driving (95s) 96s 1 1 811.77 14.00
ITOR Driving (95s) 97s 1 1 854.24 8.8
STOD (95s) 96s 1 1 741.01 5.84
STON (95s) 96s 1 1 740.29 5.27
Manual Driving (115s) 116s 1 1 325.05 7.50
ITOR Driving (115s) 116s 1 1 326.58 3.80
STOD (115s) 116s 1 1 344.76 5.80
STON (115s) 115s 1 1 320.06 4.01
ITOR (New Gradient) 102s 1 1 619.11 4.60
STOD (New Gradient) 102s 1 1 568.56 4.41
STON (New Gradient) 103s 1 1 467.62 2.23
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Fig. 10: Comparison of speed distance profile with 101s trip
time.
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Fig. 11: Comparison of speed distance profile with 95s trip
time.
B. Case 2
We verify the flexibility of ITOR, STON, and STOD
through conducting the simulation with the different trip times
in the same railway section. As in the real-time subway
operation, the technical accident and the large crowd during
the morning and evening can largely influence the trip time of
the subway. To ensure the normal operation of the whole line,
subway needs to change its control strategy. We conducted two
simulations with different trip times, including one with 95s
planning trip time and one with 115s planning trip time. In
this subsection, we will compare the performance of manually
driving, ITOR, STOD and STON with different planning trip
time.
Fig. 11 presents speed distance profiles for 95s trip time
of the four models. Similar to the case with 101s trip time,
the speed-distance profile of ITOR has the highest maximum
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Fig. 12: Comparison of speed distance profile with 115s trip
time.
speed, which indicates that ITOR has the largest energy
consumption. The speed profiles of STOD and STON are very
similar, as they have the same maximum speed 20.99m/s.
Compared with the speed-distance profile under 101s planning
trip time, they have a higher maximum speed and short
coasting distance which indicates higher energy consumption
and worse passenger comfort.
We can learn from Table. II that compared with the manual
driving, ITOR costs 5.2% of energy more than manual driving;
STOD costs 8.7% of energy less than the manual driving and
STON costs 8.8% of energy less than the manual driving.
In the aspect of the riding comfort for four approaches, the
manual driving has the largest Ic, while ITOR, STOD, and
STON have similar Ic which is much smaller than that of
manually driving method. Among them, STON has the best
Ic and Ie with the trip time 95s.
Fig. 12 presents the comparison of speed distance profiles
with 115s trip time. The maximum speed of the manually
driving is 14.73m/s; the maximum speed of the ITOR is
14.69m/s; the maximum speed of the STOD is 15.07m/s and
the maximum speed of the STON is 14.65m/s. We can learn
that the STOD has the highest maximum speed than the other
three methods. Compared with their speed distance profiles
under 95s and 101s planning trip time, their maximum speeds
are much lower than that of previous cases which denotes that
they have lower average speed and lower energy consumption.
We can learn from Table. II that in terms of punctuality and
safety, all four models satisfy the requirements. As to energy
consumption, the STOD has the highest energy consumption.
Compared with the manually driving, ITOR costs 0.5% of
energy more than manual driving; STOD costs 6.1% of energy
more than the manual driving and STON costs 1.5% of energy
less than the manual driving. The comfort evaluation index
of STOD is higher than that of the other three models, as
its acceleration changes several times during the accelerating
phase. This time, the Ic of ITOR is lower than that of STON
while the Ie of STON is lower than that of ITOR.
Through the analysis above, we can conclude that ITOR,
STON, and STOD can produce rational control strategy
and satisfy all requirements when the planning trip time is
changed, thus the flexibility of ITOR, STOD, and STON are
proved.
C. Case 3
To test the robustness of STOD and STON, we will change
the gradient condition in the same railway section of YLBS.
Even though in most cases, the gradient condition is stable,
other factors like the wet weather and the railway aging are
able to change the resistance condition of the railway. In this
case, through changing the gradient condition, we can simulate
the situation of the changing resistance, which can be used to
test the robustness of STOD and STON. The new gradient
condition is shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 14 presents the comparison of speed distance profiles
with the new gradient condition. The maximum speed of the
ITOR is 18.76m/s; the maximum speed of the STOD is
18.09m/s and the maximum speed of the STON is 16.97m/s.
We can learn that ITOR has the highest maximum speed than
the other three methods.
We can learn from the Table. II that all three models
satisfy the requirement of punctuality and safety. With the
same planning trip time, the energy consumption of ITOR and
STOD are a little higher than that in Case 1, as new gradient
condition increases the resistance of the section where subway
accelerates and decreases the resistance of the section where
subway decelerates. The speed profile given by the STON
has lower energy consumption, the main reason is that the
running time of STON is 103s rather than 101s, which is
2s later than expected. However, according to the definition
of punctuality which indicates that the trains should be later
no more than 3s, the STON still provides a good result. The
comfort evaluation index of ITOR and STOD are similar to
that in Case 1, whereas the comfort evaluation index of STON
is lower than that in Case 1, as both the accelerating phrase
and the decelerating phase of STON speed distance profile,
in this case, are smoother than that in Case 1. We can learn
from the result listed above, that ITOR, STOD, and STON are
capable to provide satisfactory results even when the resistance
condition varies, hence the robustness of ITOR, STOD, and
STON are verified.
V. CONCLUSION
To build an intelligent train operation model that can
deal with the control task for continuous action of the sub-
way, in this paper, we propose two algorithms, STOD and
STON, through combining the expert knowledge of experi-
enced drivers with reinforcement learning methods. Firstly,
we collect enough driving data of experienced drivers, from
whom we extract expert knowledge and build inference meth-
ods. Then we integrate expert knowledge rules and inference
methods into reinforcement learning algorithms, DDPG and
NAF, by redefining critical elements of those reinforcement
learning algorithms. Finally, three cases study based on YLBS
is used to illustrate the effectiveness, the flexibility and the
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Fig. 13: New gradient condition between Rongjing East
Street station and Wanyuan Street station.
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Fig. 14: Comparison of speed distance profile with new
gradient condition.
robustness of STOD and STON. And the performance of the
proposed STOD and STON is compared with the performance
of the existing ATO algorithm. The result shows that STOD
and STON perform better than manually driving and existing
ATO algorithm. And two proposed models own certain flex-
ibility and robustness, which allows them to be faced with
the variability of subway operation tasks. Moreover, STON
generally performs better than STOD in the comparisons of
simulation results for three cases listed above.
Besides the feature of dealing with control problems for
continuous action, STOD and STON also make use of the ex-
pert knowledge and inference methods, which largely increases
the stability of algorithms. In addition, STOD and STON can
meet multiple objectives of train operation and realize model-
free train operation control.
However, despite these advantages mentioned above, pro-
posed models are still improvable. For example, the flexibility
of STOD and STON is limited. If a great change in the
planning trip time is made, STOD and STON cannot output
a desirable control strategy. Moreover, it is hard to apply
these models to high-speed train cases with long-distance
and complicated speed limits between two successive stations,
which decreases the convergence speed of the learning process
of algorithms and also increases the instability of models. Our
future research will focus on these aspects.
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